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Kicking It Off With a Reading & A Writing Prompt



Kicking It Off With a Reading & A Writing Prompt

• So, why are you here? 
• What brings you to LSU? 
• How do you leave a mark in  

the world?



Pair/Share



Another 
Reading

What is the What?



Louisville, Kentucky

Syracuse, New York

Crandall, So What?



Louisville, Kentucky

Syracuse, New York

Crandall, So What?



20+ Years of Thinking  
About Writing 

Instruction



• Best way to teach writing is to be a writer, 

• Teachers teaching teachers; students teaching students, 

• Effective professional development for writing instruction (e.g., 
Applebee & Langer, 2013; Hillocks, 2002; Whitney, 2008, 2009)



• Goal for Day One - Politicizing 
Exactly Why We’re Here

• An On-Demand Exercise

• A Conversation

• & Several Models

Richard Stein



On-Demand Prompt 
feel free to use your notebooks



Pair/Share



Collaborate our 
Thoughts:

Now that We’ve written, Let’s Discuss: 

What do you have to say about the Cartoon? 
How do you feel? 

What do you want others to know about 
your truth as a teacher? 

In other words, what are your thoughts 
about testing on Young people in the United 

States?



READING
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RI.9-10.6
Determine an author's point of view or purpose in a text and analyze how an author uses rhetoric to advance that point of view or 
purpose.

SPEAKING
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.SL.9-10.1.B
Work with peers to set rules for collegial discussions and decision-making (e.g., informal consensus, taking votes on key issues, 
presentation of alternate views), clear goals and deadlines, and individual roles as needed.

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.SL.9-10.1.D
Respond thoughtfully to diverse perspectives, summarize points of agreement and disagreement, and, when warranted, qualify or justify 
their own views and understanding and make new connections in light of the evidence and reasoning presented.

WRITING
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.W.9-10.1.A
Introduce precise claim(s), distinguish the claim(s) from alternate or opposing claims, and create an organization that establishes clear 
relationships among claim(s), counterclaims, reasons, and evidence.

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.W.9-10.1.B
Develop claim(s) and counterclaims fairly, supplying evidence for each while pointing out the strengths and limitations of both in a 
manner that anticipates the audience's knowledge level and concerns.

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.W.9-10.2
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and convey complex ideas, concepts, and information clearly and accurately through 
the effective selection, organization, and analysis of content.



Political Cartoon Exercise
Used in a Workshop with 19 youth this summer 

to teach Op Ed pieces: 
Writing to Inform The Public



throughout the Summer 
The young men Discussed:

• ‘Enabling texts’ that matter to young men; they build a 
textual lineage and help to provide fearless voices (Tatum 
2005, 2007, 2013)

• The importance of democratic participation (Bomer, 2003)

• The necessity of being boy readers and writers (Williams, 
2004)

• Ways to challenge dominant framings of African 
American adolescent males (Haddix, 2009, 2012; Kirkland, 
2014)

• How to take a stand and/or propose a solution 



• There are more African-American men in prison than college

• African-American males believe academic achievement means they are 
“acting white.”

• Less than 50% of African-American males graduate from high school.

• African-American males don’t go to college

• African-American student-athletes graduate at higher rates than their 
non-athlete peers.

• African-American male students have the same opportunities as their 
peers.

• African-American males are underachievers.

7 Lies We Need to Stop Telling 
Young African-American Men

~Antwaun Sargent, April 8, 2014, PolicyMic, www.policymic.com



Young Men of 
Bridgeport 

Must Stand For 
Integrity

Connecticut Post 
August 30, 2013



Pet Peeves

• What are your pet peeves? 

• Any of them have to do with 
teaching?
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DiDirections:  

Read What Resulted



Old School  
2 

New School -  
Promoting Tedx  

Talks with High School 
Students



Old School  
2 

New School -  
Promoting Tedx  

Talks with High School 
Students



throughout the Summer 
The young men Discussed:



throughout the Summer 
The young men Discussed:


